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Guadalupesky
Central idea: inspire people to do impossible for high goals, rise higher and higher.

To change the World, we need to do impossible, unbelievable, what was not before. 

Get the river up to the sky. 
Scientific principle: water rises up using a capillary system and creating pressure. 
Capillary system allows to raise water without much energy. 

Silicon Valley is the focus of high-tech research & industries, for better future. 

Riversky combines the most arduous construction, scientific technology, incredible ambitiousness, bold solutions. 

Waterfall
When a person reached the top, he should think about benefits to people and nature. 
Water reaches the top, and make multi-level waterfall, 20 ponds different deep, energy generators, irrigation system. 
Waterfall h=320 meters= length of Niagara American part. 

Landscape
We create the unbroken safe nature corridors, that does not violate a person’s foot or a car’s wheel. 
Sidewalks raised 0.4 meters  above the ground and let light and water through. On the site there is
2-nd level of sidewalks, raised by 6 meters. In addition green levels adds 30000 m2 nature landscape. 

Function
levels through 1 are constantly full floors. Indor function is the Center of Best Future. 
Hotel & restaurants for scientists and researchers
Research area, media center, conference center, exhibition area. 
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